IS THE SKY THE LIMIT for Skid-steer Loaders?

Large skid-steer and compact track loaders are becoming commonplace. So what's behind the trend, and how much more can they grow?

More horsepower combined with added stability due to a longer wheelbase enable large skid steers to lift heavier loads to higher heights.
productivity in utilizing high-performance attachments, leading to more work output on the jobsite."

**UPWARDLY MOBILE**

Several factors contribute to the demand for larger skid-steer and CTL size classes.

"Over the last five years or so, you see customers moving up in sizes from small to medium or medium to large. What's been driving that is folks are realizing a lot of the productivity advantages," says Gregg Zupancic, product marketing manager, skid steers and compact track loaders, John Deere Construction.

Productivity is definitely a factor, agrees Mike Fitzgerald, loader product specialist at Bobcat Company. "The larger machines are still not large dimensionally," he comments. "A slightly bigger machine will have increased operating capacity, more pushing power, more lifting height and more capacity to lift heavier loads."

They also deliver power outputs ranging from roughly 80 to 100 hp. "The higher horsepower lends toward a lot of pushing power," says Zupancic. "The bigger machine sizes are highly desired for applications where you're grading or excavating because you have that power."

Longer wheelbases and more track on the ground equal added stability. "You have a more stable machine," says Zupancic. "If you're doing a lot of lifting of concrete blocks in the housing market, or pallets of sod or stone in the landscaping market, these machines are better lifters."

This makes them well-suited for projects requiring frequent movement of materials. "You regularly see a demand to unload building materials and serve as a general utility machine on site for everything from loading and unloading to grading/backing operations," says Warren Anderson, brand marketing manager, Case Construction Equipment.

"Lifting capacity with the fork attachment is a primary driver."

"The bigger machines are able to accommodate current trends in truck sizing. "In the past, you had tandem-axle grain trucks with an 8- or 9-yd. box. Today, you have quad- or five-axle trucks that have 14- or 18-axle boxes on them," says Fitzgerald. "They can haul material with one driver and one machine, which is more cost effective, but you have higher sides to load. So a machine with higher lift and farther reach is better for that."

"Stretching job capacity is an increasingly important factor in securing new work," Anderson adds. "And as trucks get bigger and stronger, and require faster loading with bigger buckets and stronger skid steers, machines in this operating class will help support that."

**A BOOST IN ATTACHMENT CAPABILITY**

Another benefit of large skid steers and CTLs is enhanced hydraulic capacity, which in turn optimizes attachment operation. "Skid steers in this size class allow operators to run hydraulic attachments at peak performance," says Anderson. "The larger machines have capabilities of higher flows and higher pressures because they have more horsepower," Fitzgerald explains. While it varies based on manufacturer, standard hydraulic flow in the 3,000-lb. and above ROC class tends to range from 20 to 25 gpm, while high flow can run from 30 to 35 gpm to as high as 40+ gpm, with pressures from roughly 3,300 to 4,000 psi. "With the higher horsepower, you're capable of putting more flow out and carrying a higher pressure to run the attachment."

This allows the loaders to more efficiently run wheel saws, trenched,душы, muckers, planers, etc., which require a lot of power and attachment speed. "The larger class of skid steers would have the capabilities to not only cool these hydraulic thirsty attachments, but help the attachments be more productive," says Zupancic.

West Tennessee Construction Services, Jackson, TN, has experienced this firsthand. Its four pavement repair and two sealcoating crews travel across Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi and parts of Kentucky, Oklahoma and Arkansas performing parking lot maintenance for large retail companies and truck stop plazas.

Most of the repair work, which includes pothole and crack repair, is completed using skid steers equipped with 4-ft. milling heads. In January, West Tennessee Construction Services acquired its first Bobcat T870 compact track loader, which has a 3,325-lb. ROC. Just three months later, it added two more to the fleet. "Once we tried one, we changed all of our models,How Much Bigger Can They Grow?"

The drive toward bigger and better skid steers and compact track loaders begs the question – how large can these machines realistically go?

"The market will dictate that, and I think we're already getting close to that logical stopping point," says Warren Anderson at Case. "The greatest demand is for machines in the 1,800- to 2,000-lb. operating capacity class. Manufacturers need to take into consideration the costs that go into research and development and weigh those costs against the realistic market. As that happens, the tipping point will be reached."

Bobcat is the only manufacturer to have already offered models above 4,000-lb. ROC. These "super-sized" loaders tended to be used in dedicated, high-production applications, such as recycling and industrial facilities. "From a practical standpoint, when you start getting up to that size, there is a bit of a limit as to whether this is really viable to have in a skid steer," says Mike Fitzgerald. "Once you need to lift really heavy weights into hoppers, trucks, etc., you need a machine that's designed slightly different than a skid steer to match it."

Greg Zupancic, John Deere, agrees, noting: "Once you get above a certain size skid steers, it no longer has the attributes of a skid steer. It starts to act like a wheel loader. It doesn't fit in that compact equipment category anymore."

While that doesn't mean you won't see bigger models, it may eliminate some of their advantages. "What might be a challenge as these machines continue to grow is it no longer figures into that compact category, where it needs to be light, nimble, maneuverable, able to fit in tight places... As you get larger and larger, you start to lose those attributes and it becomes more like another machine platform."

"To accommodate the increased rated operating capacity, the weight and wheelbase of the machine must go up to support the load capacity," adds Gehl's Kelly Moore. "Due to the turning method of skid loaders (skidding of tires), at a certain point the increased weight could do damage to the surface if it is operating on, such as turf or dirt areas. At a certain weight, an all-wheel or two-wheel turning mode, such as on an articulated wheel loader, does become beneficial!"

"As the need for added capabilities increases, there comes a point where super sizing a skid steer may not be the answer. "Based on the understanding of each individual application, it may make more sense for some contractors to go with a larger machine, such as a compact wheel loader," says Anderson. "There are also items that can be added to smaller skid steers to achieve the desired lifting capacity, such as counterweights, grousers and solid brawler tires. Once you hit a certain operating demand, the best solution may be to modify what you already have or look beyond skid steers."
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SKID-STEER LOADERS

++ Skid steers in the 3,000-lb. and above class offer the ability to move heavier loads around construction sites. ++ Large skid steers and compact track loaders tend to be physically bigger and heavier, making them better suited to larger, more open job sites.

says Gene Williams. "I still have three S770 wheeled machines, but for milling asphalt, the tracked T870 is the best."

The S770s enabled the milling heads to cut roughly 2 in. deep. "With the T870s, we've milled up to 4 in. deep at one time in asphalt. It's doubled our production," says Williams. He attributes this to the added hydraulic pressure. "The heads turn faster so we can mill more."

Jobs are completed more quickly. "Most asphalt that we're removing is going to be an average of 4 in. deep. When we were milling with the S770, we would have to mill it 2 in. and then go back and mill it again," says Williams. "Now, with the T870, we can mill it one time... An asphalt job that we used to do in three days, we can now do in two. That means we're getting more work done in a year."

As a side benefit, costs for milling teeth have dropped substantially. "There are 70 [teeth] on one milling head at $3.50 a piece," says Williams. "Because of the extra horsepower and the extra PSI on the pump, we're not buying as many milling teeth as we used to. We're probably saving a third of the cost on milling teeth. That's made a big difference."

The combination of higher productivity and reduced wear part costs has resulted in increased profit per job and a quick turnaround on the investment in the machines. According to Williams, West Tennessee Construction Services paid a premium for the T870. "But we've increased our profit margins by 10% to 11%, so it's going to pay for itself with no problem at all," he states.

SOME TRADE-OFFS REQUIRED

Of course, there are trade-offs to consider when upsizing equipment. The most obvious is cost. "If you go from a medium-size skid steer or track loader up to the largest size [models], you're looking at an acquisition price that might be $100,000 more," says Zupancic. "Then you have to factor in the higher owning and operating costs related to things like bigger tires, which tend to be more expensive to replace. On the largest track loaders, there is a lot more rubber on the track systems, so that would be more expensive to replace."

"Higher horsepower naturally requires more fuel," he adds. "Fuel economy is going to be less on a higher horsepower machine."

You need to evaluate these costs against the potential gains in performance. "If you do not regularly need the [increased] lift capacity, the downside in operating costs and efficiency may not be worth it," says Anderson. "This includes the possibility of decreased fuel efficiency and greater tire costs, as the added weight of the machine often contributes to increased tire wear."

More weight may also impact transportation costs. "Depending on the area you're in, a lot of times you're likely to need a CDL to haul that type of weight around, which adds some cost," says Zupancic.

Anderson agrees, noting, "While our HV300 has an operating weight of 8,300 lbs., there are other units that exceed 10,000 lbs. and trigger a whole new set of commercial driving regulations. Keeping machines under 10,000 lbs. will keep your driver/transport options open."

Size also matters. Because they're physically bigger, skid steers and CTLs in the 3,000-lb. and above size class are not quite as maneuverable as their mid-size counterparts. "These big machines tend not to fit in tight places. They're wider," says Zupancic. "If you want a machine that can get through a 5- or 6-ft. gap in back of a lot, or you want to operate efficiently inside a garage, the larger machines are less nimble." If you're working indoors with these big 3,000-lb.-plus machines, they could be a lot taller and you might not be able to get into some places you would with a smaller model.

"You get a lot of additional advantages in pushing power and lifting power," he continues. "But the trade-off is to get that type of performance, you need to make the machine bigger and heavier."

As with other types of equipment, the size of the machine you need is proportionate to the intended application and site conditions. "The contractor that is looking at these larger machines needs to match it to what his main job duties would be," Fitzgerald advises. "The small to medium-sized skid-steer loaders and track loaders are used in and around housing areas and in tight quarters. [They're used in] locations where there is already existing vegetation and you may have to work in between, or go through a fence. The larger machines will tend to be used on a site where it's new building construction."

"For the guys that are on a larger site... the machine is there because it's smaller than dedicated wheel loaders and other equipment, and more versatile because of the maneuverability and the attachment carrying capabilities," he adds.

A TREND TO DOWNSIZE

On bigger job sites, it's not uncommon to see a rough-terrain forklift and/or wheel loader on hand for moving materials. Large skid steers and CTLs offer the ability to change this dynamic.

"Now, contractors can bring in one large skid steer," says Fitzgerald. "This machine can take the place of a rough-terrain forklift. Or it may be capable of handling the duties for leveling and moving materials that a small wheel loader did. If you're cleaning up the site and loading out materials, larger skid-steer loaders are able to lift into higher-sided trucks."

"When lifting palletized material all day long, a rough-terrain forklift is great because that's what it's designed to do," he acknowledges. "But if you have a large skid-steer loader that can utilize a bucket and several other attachments, and with pallet forks will lift the loads that you have, then you don't need other pieces of equipment."

Universal attachment plates give skid steers and CTLs unparalleled attachment capability. "This is one of many unique benefits to skid loaders, as well as track loaders," says Moore. "In comparison to other types of machinery, they are relatively easy to operate, maintain and service, and will have a lower purchase cost than a comparable wheel loader."

They tend to be less expensive to transport, as well. "You don't need a semi-trailer or a professional truck driver to haul it around," says Zupancic. "Whereas, with some of the bigger construction equipment, you definitely are getting into weights where you can't pull it behind a pickup truck."

Purchase cost is also a factor. Small dozers and compact wheel loaders may range anywhere from $15,000 to $20,000 more than the largest skid steers or CTLs, says Zupancic. "There has been increasing cost of machine forms due to the emissions standards [as engines get more complex]," he points out. "As the costs for small crawler dozers, compact wheel loaders and other equipment types go up, contractors are turning to smaller, less complex machines that can offer comparable capabilities. They are starting to consider a skid steer that can do a lot of what those can do, but also offer some additional versatility at a lower price point."

Still, it's important to consult your equipment dealer to determine whether or downsizing to a compact machine is right for your operation. "In applications where skid-lifting performance is needed, we are seeing that skid steers are replacing smaller forklifts in some cases," says Anderson. "We do not, however, see skid steers replacing compact wheel loaders as frequently because compact wheel loaders have become efficient. There is added cost with compact wheel loaders, but there are also advantages depending on the application."

"Talk it over with your dealer," he advises. "Go through a detailed review of your application and pick the machine that makes the most sense." ET